
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Our commerce ___________________ from the seas and passing under
the flags of other countries.
1.

(drive)
was being driven

In England, meantime, great things __________________________ amid
peaceful surroundings.
2.

(accomplish)
were being accomplished

If ever he had been punished in his life for folly, he
_____________________ now!
3.

(punish)was being punished

Meanwhile a net of fire and steel __________________ around the
workers.
4.

(draw)
was being drawn

It looked as if the latter _______________________ in the art of fighting.5.
(instruct)

was being instructed

Somewhere downstairs a door ___________________ cautiously.6. (open)was being opened

I wept like any child, but with the difficulty of a man, so that I felt as if my
heart _________________ out of my breast, and beat my foot upon the
ground in agony.

7.

(tear)
was being torn

Do you know, we often had the feeling we _____________________, but
we thought it was by the Russians.
8.

(watch)
were being watched

It seemed as though the foundations of his life
_______________________.
9.

(break up)were being broken up

The girls glanced around at the splendid lawn upon which the little
meeting _________________.
10.

(hold)was being held

But she knew she ___________________, and she set to work at her
task with energy.
11.

(test)
was being tested

Even as she went the thought flashed through her mind that she was
making a fool of herself, that she ________________ by an impulse for which
she would be sorry.

12.

(lead)
was being led
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Veronique was now placed on a sofa while the bed _________________.13.
(make)

was being made

Farewells __________________ on all sides.14. (say)were being said

What foundations _________________________ which would be
reflected in the years ahead?
15.

(establish)
were being established

Yet all the while the miserable conviction __________________ in on him
that what he thought was anger was nothing but a longing passionate desire.
16.

(bear)

was being borne

The pony _______________________ in any sense.17. (not/abuse)was not being abused

Somewhere in that spot, the light _____________________.18. (divert)was being diverted

She chattered away until she felt she _________________________ to.19.
(not/listen)

was not being listened

Henry, after some thought, came to the right conclusion, namely, that he
____________________.
20.

(carry)was being carried
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